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I. Multiple Choice: 60% (選擇題，請選出最合適的答案)。 
(   ) 1.  Take my ______! Don’t go camping up on that mountain this weekend! 

A. message     B. note     C. advice     D. advise 
(   ) 2.  She forgot her umbrella, so she’s not going to leave _______ the weather 

clears up a bit.     A. when     B. after     C. since     D. until 
(   ) 3.  I don’t know why there _______ always someone who forgets to close the 

door. We must be more careful.     A. are    B. is    C. has    D. have 
(   ) 4.  The woman _______ purse was stolen called the police and got her purse 

back.     A. that     B. which     C. who     D. whose 
(   ) 5.  As ______ prices continue to climb, some motorists have started looking for 

a cheaper way to fill up their tanks.     A. gasoline     B. electricity     
C. water     D. house 

(   ) 6. We need to start taking better care of our ______ before it’s too late. 
A. energy    B. natural     C. national     D. environment  

(   ) 7.  It is very important for a manager to keep employees ______ of what's going 
on in the business, both internally and externally.     A. informing      

  B. to inform     C. informed     D. informs 
(   ) 8.  Every organization wants to _____ the most qualified employees and match 

them to jobs for which they are best suited.   A. attend     B. recruit     
C. interact     D. amend 

(   ) 9.  The internet is a ______ of many long years of careful research and 
continuous development.     A. promotion     B. production      

  C. formation     D. product 
(   ) 10. Oceanography, the study of oceans, is a ______ of biology, physics, geology 

and chemistry.     A. combination     B. formation     C. element     
D. factor 

(   ) 11. Mexico's Televisa network, known around the world ______ its soap operas, 
said it plans to expand its influence in China.     A. as     B. to      

 C. for     D. with 
(   ) 12. Unless Jessica finishes inputting her documents by 2:00, there is no chance 

she will _______ the project deadline.     A. meet     B. fulfill      
 C. arrive     D. accomplish 
(   ) 13. Even today, the general manager still has no idea ______ John Woods, one of 

the most competent staff members, resigned last week.     A. what     B. 
where      C. why     D. while 

(   ) 14. Some student exchange programs have been planned out this year, university 
students may take the ______ to study for a year abroad.     A. luck     
B. opportunity     C. occasional     D. coincidence 

(   ) 15. Due to the rising costs, starting July, the yearly ______ to this sports 
magazine will increase from $100 to $120.     A. subscription     B. 
description     C. prescription     D. inscription 
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(   ) 16. Without the devotion and cooperation of this great team, I can tell you for 
sure that the project would never ______ completed last week.     A. be     
B. have been     C. been     D. had been 

(   ) 17. ______ a meal for about 50 guests, start by calculating how much food you 
want to prepare per guest.     A. Prepare     B. Preparing     C. To 
prepare     D. Prepared 

(   ) 18. Although I enjoy riding my bicycle, I have no desire to ______ in a race.     
A. practice     B. participate     C. join     D. train 

(   ) 19. The purpose of this letter is to ______ parents that there will be a field trip 
next week.     A. confirm     B. reveal      C. reform     D. inform  

(   ) 20. While ______ foods are assuming an ever larger role in the average diet, 
more and more people are getting interested in organic food.     A. process  
B. processed     C. processing      D. to process 

(   ) 21. Had he set out by taxi rather than by bus, John ______ reached the bank in 
time for the money transfer.     A. can have     B. could have     

  C. will have     D. had 
(   ) 22. It doesn't matter how tall a skyscraper is built, someone will always attempt 

to beat the record ______ building a taller one.     A. by     B. for     
C. from     D. to 

(   ) 23. Scientists ______ that there are over 100 billion stars in our Milky Way 
galaxy.      A. evaluate     B. invent     C. estimate     D. publish 

(   ) 24. Visitors to the resort may enjoy a ______ walk in the garden or choose a 
relaxing spa treatment.     A. slowly     B. acutely     C. tenderly     
D. leisurely 

(   ) 25. In the Western world, second only to New Year's Day, Christmas is perhaps 
the ______ holiday.     A. widely most celebrated     B. most widely 
celebrated     C. widely celebrated most     D. most celebrated widely 

(   ) 26. The chef prefers to buy local produce ______ its higher cost.     A. despite    
B. although     C. regardless     D. even though 

(   ) 27. Not until you promise not to be tardy again ______ consider transferring you 
to the newly established branch office.     A. I will     B. will I      
C. I am     D. am I 

(   ) 28. It is easier to trust a man who never lies than one who tells you _____ you 
wish to hear.     A. which     B. when     C. that     D. what 

(   ) 29. Please have your memo ready to be ______ at the next board meeting. 
A. contributed     B. prescribed     C. distributed     D. dedicated 

(   ) 30. Advances in learning theory have provided insights into how adults learn, and 
how training can be organized most ______ for them.     A. affectionate     
B. effectively     C. effort     D. explained 
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II. Text Completion: 22 % (填空題，請選出最合適的答案)。 
Cockroaches are pretty ugly,   (31)   they? However, they are pretty amazing 

too! Did you know that the first cockroaches lived 315 million years ago? That’s 80 
million years before the dinosaurs walked the earth! The truth is that cockroaches are 
just great at    (32)   . A cockroach can live for a month without food and two 
weeks without water. Cockroaches can even live without their heads for a week! Losing 
a leg is not a problem for a cockroach. It can always grow a new one. 

Not only    (33)    one of the strongest insects, but they are also the fastest. A 
cockroach can run a    (34)    of one meter or change their direction 25 times in 
one second. With over 4,000 different kinds of cockroaches, it’s pretty clear that 
cockroaches will be around    (35)   .

(   ) 31. A. are     B. do     C. aren’t     D. are not 
(   ) 32. A. surfing     B. live     C. surviving     D. alive 
(   ) 33. A. are cockroaches     B. cockroach is     C. cockroaches are      

D. is cockroach 
(   ) 34. A. race     B. speed     C. way     D. distance 
(   ) 35. A. at present   B. for a long time   C. in ancient time    D. in the old time 
To: sales@spiralmanufacturing.com
From: jr@spiralmanufacturing.com 
Subject: Company Expansion 
    For the last 3 quarters, our sales have increased nearly 20%. We are eager and 
excited to announce the expansion of our current production facility    (36)    meet 
the demands of our customers. Plans are being prepared now and construction of the 
new facility is    (37)    to begin this summer.  

The new facility will include state-of-the-art machinery and will also lead to the 
addition of a third shift, as the company moves towards a 24 hour shift schedule. It is 
expected that by late summer, we will begin recruiting new employees. 
    Our current sales strategies are proving to be strong and we would like to 
encourage our sales teams to keep up the good work. Their continued motivation and 
belief in our product lines are proof that we are   (38)   .

(   ) 36. A. in object to     B. in order to     C. for     D. on purpose 
(   ) 37. A. scheduled     B. developed     C. made     D. available 
(   ) 38. A. on the same page     B. on the right track     C. a win win situation    

D. thinking out of the box 
Goodwill Disability Care Service requires an administrative assistant to work in 

its central New York office. The successful    (39)    will enjoy working as part of a 
dedicated team, with the added satisfaction of working for an organization committed 
to the care and support of disabled people.  

The job involves a variety of administrative duties. These will include filing, letter 
writing, and other secretarial work. Training will be provided, if necessary, to equip the 
job-holder    (40)    computer skills to enable them to use the organization's 
computer system. 
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This position is   (41)    on a full-time basis only. For further information, 
please contact us at (315) 336-2100. 

(   ) 39. A. serviceman     B. missionary     C. candidate     D. janitor 
(   ) 40. A. on     B. with     C. for     D. about 
(   ) 41. A. available     B. useful     C. informative     D. temporary 
III. Reading Comprehension: 18%(閱讀測驗，請選出最合適的答案)。 
Questions 37-41 refer to the following report and chart.

In an effort to increase awareness and provide adequate resources, we have 
conducted a survey of the cultural backgrounds of our international students. By 
knowing where our international students come from and by anticipating their needs, we 
can provide them with better learning environments. In addition, having the proper 
translators, doctors, and staff on hand is essential for being able to provide these students 
with a safe and comfortable stay. Mrs. Chang informed me that the number of Asian 
students attending our school has continually increased over the last five years. On the 
other hand, the number of students from Eastern Europe has decreased.  

As you all know, the International Students Union has requested funds to start 
several student groups, names Japanese and Korean student clubs. They hope these clubs 
can bring together not only the international students, but also local students with the 
same cultural backgrounds. The benefit of these clubs to all students involved is easily 
seen. However, knowing the number or students who may be interested in such clubs 
must be considered before any funding can be allocated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(   ) 42. Why was the survey conducted?    A. To allow Asian students to attend 
each year     B. To promote the International Students Union    C. To 
notify local doctors of possible diseases    D. To promote cultural exchange 

(   ) 43. How has the number of Asian students changed?   A. It has leveled off.     
B. It has stayed the same.   C. It has decreased each year.   D. It has 
grown each year. 

(   ) 44. When did the number of Japanese students start to surpass that of Korean 
students?     A. In 2004     B. In 2005     C. In 2006     D. In 2007 
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(   ) 45. Between 2004 and 2005, how did the number of French students change? 
 A. It remained the same.     B. It doubled in number.     C. It increased 

slightly.     D. It increased dramatically. 
(   ) 46. According to the report, how might international student clubs be beneficial? 

A. Overseas and local students could interact.     B. More Asian students 
would attend the school.     C. They would keep international students 
separated.     D. They would increase tension with local students. 

Questions 47-50 refer to the following article.
   Most organization websites do little to help recruit candidates online. If the website 
lists openings at all, they are buried several clicks deep and merely describe the 
position. Does your website help you recruit? Does your "Join Our Team" section of 
your company website tell and even "sell" potential employees the vision, mission, 
values, and culture of your company? Does it present a message about how people are 
valued? Does it express your commitment to quality and to your customers? 
   If your website fails to bring candidates to your door, you are missing out on one of 
the most important recruiting tools you have to appeal to prospective high-potential 
employees. 
   Instead of the typical, dryly-written job listings about available positions, your 
website needs to include the vision and information that sets your company apart from 
others in your industry. Your job listings must sparkle with personality so a potential 
candidate thinks, "This organization is for me!" 
   Once you have your candidate's attention, you also need to provide a way for 
candidates to easily submit resumes for consideration for future positions. One client 
website has a "Talk to the President" link and, believe me, people do. We receive a 
constant stream of resumes and contacts through this invitation and even hired a 
Director of Production who made his first contact here. 
   Website recruiting is tried and tested, and the result? It works. 

(   ) 47. What would be a good title for this article?     A. Getting the Most from 
Your Marketing.     B. Use Your Website for Recruiting.     C. Writing 
the Right Kind of Resumes.     D. How to Hire an Accountant. 

(   ) 48. The advice given in this article works best for jobs     A. in which the 
employee seldom changes.     B. such as president of the company.      
C. which usually have permanent staff   D. in which frequent hiring occurs. 

(   ) 49. What does the article suggest that employers should make available on their 
websites?     A. A link to the company's financial statements.     
B. A list of products and merchandise associated with the position.    
C. More info about how to join the team.    D. More details about resumes. 

(   ) 50. According to the article, which is the best description?     A. Website 
recruiting works for some, and not for others.     B. Website recruiting can 
be effective.     C. Finding good employees is easy.     D. Selling 
products online is easy. 


